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To an outside observer, a taboo or religious prohibition might seem irrational; to the believer it simply seems right. Investigating taboo that sense of rightness comes from, and why it is so important, is Mary Douglas's task in the following article. Douglas's functional analysis of taboos shows that they underpin social structure everywhere. Anthropologists, studying taboos over extensive periods of time, have learned that taboo systems are not static and forever irrevocable; on the contrary, they are dynamic elements of learned behavior that each generation absorbs. Taboos, as rules of behavior, are always part of a whole system and cannot be understood outside their social context. Douglas's explanation of taboos holds as much meaning for us in the understanding of ourselves as it does for our understanding of rules of conduct in the non-Western world. Whether considering the taboo surrounding a Polynesian chief's mana or the changing sexual taboos in the Western world, it is apparent that taboo systems function to maintain cultural systems.

A taboo (sometimes spelled taboo) is a ban or prohibition; the word comes from the Polynesian languages where it means a religious restriction, to break which would entail some automatic punishment. As it is used in English, taboo has little to do with religion. In essence it generally implies a rule which has no meaning, or one which cannot be explained. Captain Cook noted in his logbook that in Tahiti the women were never allowed to eat with the men, and as the men nevertheless enjoyed female company he asked the reason for this taboo. They always replied that they observed it because it was right. To the outsider the taboo is irrational, to the believer its rightness needs no explaining. Though supernatural punishments may not be expected to follow, the rules of any religion are as taboos to outsiders. For example, the strict Jewish observance forbids the faithful to make and refuse the tire, or light lamps or put them out during the Sabbath, and it also forbids them to ask a Gentile to perform any of these acts. In his book A Solo Address, Chaim Livers, the son of poor Russian Jewish immigrants in London's Soho at the beginning of this century, describes his father's quandary every winter Sabbath: he did not want to sit the fire go out and he could not ask any favor outright. Somehow he had to call in a passerby and drop oblique hints until the stranger understood what service was required. Taboos always tend to land their observers in just such a ridiculous situation, whether it is a Catholic peasant of the Landes who abstains from meat on Friday, but eats tea (a bird whose fishy diet entitles it in their custom to be counted as fish), or a Macor hairdresser who after he had cut the chief's hair was not allowed to use his own hands even for feeding himself and had to be fed for a time like a baby.

In the last century, when the word gained currency in European languages, taboo was understood to arise from an inferior mentality. It was argued that primitive tribes observed countless taboos as part of their general ignorance about the physical world. These rules, which seemed so peculiar to Europeans, were the result of false science, leading to mistaken hygiene, and faulty medicine. Essentially the taboo is a ban on touching or eating or speaking or seeing. Its breach will unleash dangers, while keeping the
rules would amount to avoiding dangers and sickness. Since the native theory of taboo was concerned to keep certain classes of people and things apart lest misfortune befall, it was a theory about contamina-
gion. Our scholars of the last century contrasted this false, primitive fear of contagion with our modern knowledge of disease. Our hygiene protects from a real danger of contagion, their taboos from imagi-
nary danger. This was a comfortably complacent distinction to draw, but hygiene does not corre-
spend to all the rules which are called taboo. Some are as obviously part of primitive religion in the same sense as Friday abstinence and Sabbath rest. European scholars therefore took care to distinguish on the one hand between primitive taboo with a mainly secular rite, and on the other hand rules of magic which deflected the practice of primi-
tive religion. They made it even more difficult to understand the meaning of foreign taboos by im-
porting a classification between true religion and primitive magic, and modern medicine and primi-
tive hygiene, and a very complicated web of defini-
tions was based on this misconception.

In the Eye of the Beholder

The difficulty in understanding primitive taboo arose from the difficulty of understanding our own taboos of hygiene and religion. The first mistake was to suppose that our idea of dirt connotes an objec-
tivity real class from which real dangers to health may issue, and whose control depends on valid rules of hygiene. It is better to start by realizing that dirt, like beauty, resides in the eye of the beholder. We must be prepared to put our own behavior under the same microscope we apply to primitive tribes. If we say that they are busy hedging off this area from that, stopping X from touching Y, prevent-

Women from eating with men, and creating elab-
orate rules of cleanliness and invisibility among the vegetable and animal worlds, we should realize that we too are given to this ordering and classifying ac-
tivity. No taboo can ever make sense by itself. A taboo is always part of a whole system of rules. It makes sense as part of a classification whose mean-
ing is so basic to those who live by it that no piece-
meal explanation can be given. A native cannot explain the meaning of a taboo because it forms part of his own machinery of learning. The separate com-
partments which a taboo system constructs are the framework or instrument of understanding. To turn around and inspect that instrument may seem to be an advanced philosophic exercise, but it is necessary if we are to understand the subject.

The nineteenth-century scholars could not under-
stand taboo because they worked within the separate compartments of their own taboo system. For them, religion, magic, hygiene, and medicine were as dis-
tinct as civilized and primitive; the problem of taboo for them was only a problem about native thought. But put in that form it was insoluble. We approach it nowadays as a problem in human learning.

First, discard the idea that we have anything like a true, complete view of the world. Between what the scientists know and what we make of their knowledge there is a synthesis which is our own rough-and-ready approximation of rules about how we need to behave in the physical world. Second, discard the idea that there can ever be a final and correct world view. A gain in knowledge in one di-

rection does not guarantee there will be no loss or distortion in another; the fullness of reality will al-
ways evade our comprehension. The reason for this will become clear. Learning is a filtering and orga-

izing process. Faced with the same events, two people will not necessarily register two identical patterns, and faced with a similar environment, two cultures will construe two different sets of natural constraints and regular sequences. Understanding is largely a classifying job in which the classifying human mind is much freer than it supposes itself to be. The events to be understood are unconsciously trimmed and filtered to fit the classification being used. In the sense every culture constructs its own universe. It attributes to its own world a set of pow-

ers to be harnessed and dangers to be avoided. Each primitive culture, because of its isolation, has a unique world view. Between industrial nations, be-

cause and insofar as they share a common experi-
ence, share the same rules about the powers and dangers around. This is a valid difference between "Us" and "Them," their primitive taboos and ours. For all humans, primitive or not, the universe is a system of rules. Using our own distinc-
tions, we can distinguish firstly, physical Nature, in-
organic (including rocks, stars, rivers) and organic (vegetable and animal bodies, with rules governing their growth, lifespan and death); secondly, human behavior; thirdly, the interaction between these two groups; fourthly, other intelligent beings whether incorporeal like gods, devils and ghosts or mixtures of human and divine or human and animal; and
The Seat of Mana

Taboos can have the effect of expressing political ideas. For example, the idea of the state as a hierarchy of which the chief is the undisputed head and his officials higher than the ordinary populace easily lends itself to taboo behavior. Gradings of power in the political body tend to be expressed as gradings of freedom to approach the physical body of the person at the top of the system. As Franz Steiner says, in Taboos (1936),

In Polynesian belief the parts of the body formed a fixed hierarchy which had some analogy with the rank system. For example, the face was the most important part of the body, and the limbs that could be regarded as continuations of the backbone were the most important. The head, of course, the heart, and it was the seat of mana. When we say this, we must realize that by “mana” are meant both the soul aspect, the life force, and a man’s ritual status. This grading of the body concerned people of all ranks and both sexes. It could, for example, be so important to avoid stepping over people’s heads that the very architecture of the house was involved; the arrangements of the sleeping rooms show such an adaptation in the Marquesas. The commoner’s back or head is thus not without its importance in certain contexts. But the real significance of this grading seems to have been in the possibilities it provided for cumulative effects in association with the rank system. The head of the chief was the most concentrated mana object of Polynesian society, and was hedged around with the most terrifying taboos which operated when things were to enter the head or when the head was being diminished; in other words when the chief ate or had his hair cut. ... The hands of some great chiefs were so dangerous that they could not be put close to the head.

Since the Polynesian political systems was very competitive and chiefs had their ups and downs, great triumphs or total failures, the system of taboo was a kind of public vote of confidence and register of current distributions of power. It is important to correct our tendency to think of taboos as a rigidly fixed system of respect.

We will never understand a taboo system unless we understand the kind of interaction between the different spheres of existence which is assumed in it. Any child growing up learns the different spheres and interactions between them simultaneously. When the anthropologist arrives on the scene, he finds the system of knowledge a going concern. It is difficult for him to observe the changes being made, so he gets the wrong impression that a given act of taboo is something hard and fast handed down the generations.

In fact, the classifying process is always active and changing. New classificatory systems are being pushed by some and rejected by others. No political innovation takes place without some basic reclassification. To take a currently live issue, in a stratified society, if it is taboo for lower classes or Negroes to sit down at table or to join sporting events with upper classes or whites, those who assert the rule can make it stronger if they find a basis in Nature to support the behavior they regard as right. If women in Tahiti are forbidden to eat with men, or in Europe to enter certain male occupations, some ultimate justification for the rule needs to be found. Usually it is traced back to their physical nature. Women are said to be constitutionally feeble, nervous or flighty; Negroes to smell; lower classes to be heathenly less intelligent.

Rules of the Game

Perhaps the easiest approach is to try to imagine what social life would be like without any classification. It would be like playing a game without any rules - no one would know which way to run, who is on his side or against him. There would be no game. It is no exaggeration to describe social life as the process of building classification systems. Everyone
is trying to make sense of what is happening. He is trying to make sense of his own behavior, past and present, so as to capture and hold some sense of identity. He is trying to hold other people to their properities and assure some kind of regular future. He is explaining, continuing, to himself and to everyone else. In the process of explaining, classifications are developed and more and more meanings successfully added to them, as other people are persuaded to interpret events in the same way. Gradually even the points of the complex get loaded with social meanings. For example the went room in an Irish farmer's house used to be the room where the old couple retired to, when the eldest son married and brought his wife to the farm. Went meant arrange ment as well as sendroom. In the Buddhaist religion, east is the high status point; Buddha's statue is on a shelf on the east wall of the grate room, the tribeband always sleeps to the east of his wife. So east means male and social superior. Up and down, right and left, sun and moon, hot and cold, all the physical animalities are able to carry meanings from social life, and in a rich and subtle culture there is a steady core of each agreed classification. Anyone who is prepared to support the social system finds himself impelled to uphold the classification system which gets meaning from it. Anyone who wants to challenge the social system finds himself up against a set of manifold classifications which will have to be rethought. This is why breach of taboo angers such strong feeling. It is not because the minor classification is threatened, but because the whole social system (in which a great investment has been made) looks like tottering, if someone can get away with challenging a taboo.

Classification involves definition; definition involves reducing ambiguity; ambiguity arises in several ways and it is wrong to think it can ever be excluded. To take the classification of animal species, they can be classified according to their obvious features, and according to the habitat they live in, and according to how they behave. This gives three ways of classifying animals which could each place the same beast in different classes. Classed by behavior, using walking, swimming or flying as basic types, penguins would be nearer to fish; classed by bone structure and egg laying, penguins would count more clearly as birds than would flying fish, which would be birds in the other classification. Animal life is much more varied and difficult to fit into a regular system of classification than at first appears. Human social life is even more untidy. Girls behave like boys, there are adults who refuse to grow up, every year a few are born whose physical make-up is not clearly male or female. The rules of marriage and inheritance require clear-cut categories but always there will be some cases which do not fit the regularities of the system. For human classifications are always too crude for reality. A system of taboos covers up this weakness of the classification system. It points in advance to defects and insists that no one shall give recognition to the inconvenient fact or behave in such a way as to undermine the acceptability and clarity of the system as a whole. It solves awkward questions and prevents awkward developments.

Sometimes the tabooban appears in ways that seem a long way from their point of origin. For example, among the Lole tribe, in the Kasol district of the Congo, it was taboo to bring fish and fishing equipment direct into the village from the streams or lakes where it had been in use. All round the village fishing traps and baskets would be hung in trees overnight. Ask the Lole why they did this and they replied that coughs and diseases would enter the village if the fishing things were not left out one night. No other answer could be got from them except elaboration of the danger and how healers would enter the village if the fishing things were not kept up. But another kind of answer lay in the mass of other rules and regulations which separated the village and its human social life from the forest and streams and animal life. This was the basic classification at stake; one which never needed to be explained because it was too fundamental to mention.

Injecting Order into Life

The non-racist William Bournege describes the final experiences of disgust and depression of some forms of drug addiction. What he calls the "vegetable" is the point where all illusions are stripped away and every thing is seen as in reality is. When everyone can see what is on everyone's face, nothing is classified as edible. Most can be animal or human flesh, catatphilous, worms, or bugs; soup is equally urinal, feces. Scotch broth, or excrata, other people are neither friendly nor enemies, one is oneself different from other people since neither has any very clear definition. Ideologies and classifications are merged into a seething, shapeless experience. This is the potential disorder of the mind which taboo breaks up into
class and rules and to judge some activities as right and proper and others as horrifying.

The kind of rationality is the justification for the taboos which we ourselves observe when we separate the laudatory from the living room and the bed from the kitchen, injecting order into the house. But the order is not arbitrary; it derives from social categories. When a set of social distinctions weakness, the taboos that expressed it weaken too. For this reason sex taboos used to be sacred in England but are no longer so strong. It seems ridiculous that women should not be allowed to enter clubs or professions, whereas not so long ago it seemed obviously right. The same for the sense of privacy, the same for hierarchy. The less we ourselves are forced to adopt unwinking taboo attitudes to breaches of these boundaries, the easier it becomes to look dispassionately at the taboos of other societies and find plenty of meaning in them.

In some tribal societies it is thought that the shedding of blood will cause droughts and other environmental disasters. Elsewhere any contact with death is dangerous polluting, and burials are followed by elaborate washing and anointing. In other places they fear neither homicide nor death pollutes but medicinal blood is thought to be very dangerous to touch. And in other places again, adultery is liable to cause illness. Some people are thickly beset with taboos so that everything they do is charged with social symbolism. Others observe only one or two rules. Those whose most taboo-minded have the most complex set of social boundaries to preserve. Hence their investment of so much energy into the control of behavior.

A taboo system unifies a cultural system and a culture in a pattern of values and norms; social life is impossible without such a pattern. This is the dilemma of individual freedom. Ideally we would like to feel free to make every choice from scratch and judge each case on its merits. Such freedom would show us down, for every choice would have to be conscientiously deliberated. On the one hand, education tries to equip a person with means for exercising private judgment, and on the other hand, the techniques of education provide a kind of mechanical decision-making, along well-oiled grooves. They teach strong reactions of anxiety about anything which threatens to go off the track. As education taints culture, taboos and all, it is a kind of brain-washing. It only allows a certain way of seeing reality and so limits the scope for private judgment. Without the taboos, which turn basic classifications into automatic psychological reflexes, no thinking could be effective, because if every system of classification was up for revision at every moment, there would be no stability of thought. Hence there would be no scope for experience to accumulate into knowledge. Taboos show the way for the mind to symbolize reality differently. But the barriers they set up are not arbitrary, for taboos flow from social boundaries and support the social structure. This accounts for their seeming irrational to the outsider and beyond challenge to the person living in the society.